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Online Learning - If you were given one thing you could change about Compass, what would
that be?

● N/A
● Not one thing
● Home tutoring
● Me gusta el sistema en general y este año estoy muy contenta con su tutora Miss Karla

Moyorquin.
● I'm pretty happy so far. It seems like the curriculum follows what they should be learning

for their grade level
● Either longer learning labs, or one more lab during the week.
● Both my daughter and I wish she could have more than one live learning session a day.

When her public school went virtual because of Covid, she had live lessons in all her
subjects every day that took up a regular school day. She said she liked that because
she could engage more and get to know her classmates. I liked that it gave her more
structure throughout the day. I understand that this is an independent learning program
that focuses on the student learning more on their own, and that hosting more virtual
lessons with teachers requires a lot more than “just add another learning lab,” but I know
for my child just an extra hour or two of a live learning session would work well for her.

● I wouldn't change anything about compass I think so far it's the best charter school it
helped my son a lot

● More are needed learning labs
● I wish there were more opportunities for my kids to meet any other local students in our

area to potentially gather for play dates or work on the classwork together.
● An extra learning lab for Math because kids struggle with it.
● I wish teachers could be more engaging during online learning labs. Use white boards,

continually teach note taking skills. Model "Mathantics" type of teaching which is
engaging and informative.

● More direction on curriculm and ordering
● How the kids can reach out for help on the assignments and questions. Especially when

it comes to math. I tried to help her math and the answer I got and two other adults got a
different answer then shown for one of the choices. So, I believe direct contact or zoom,
google meets or which ever program works for that teacher would help immensely like
everyday for at least 2 hours where kids can hop on to ask for help directly from that
teacher.

●
● Funding for online students because there is not one child who doesn't flourish with

other face to face classes and course experiences those funds provide.
● Have a local campus so my sons could benefrom some social activities with peers
● My kids love the school but sometimes feel like they would like to make more friends, it

would be nice to know if there are any students that live close by and are in their grade
level. Maybe having an introduction at the beginning of the semester, almost like coffee



with compass but somehow get more kids to attend. My kids dream about having a prom
night or going to grad night or a week in Camp Keep but I don't think that will be
something that they will be able to do and may make them feel like they missed out on
something.

● I’d like to have an option to generate automatic report about assignments completed by
me scholar daily/weekly sent to my email. Also, I’d like somehow to have more
transparent/easier to understand the grade based on view about progress my scholar
makes towards the program completion. Currently, the % completed does not reflect the
grade my scholar is trending towards. Also, it will help scholars to prioritize which
assignments they must complete to get the target grade and which they may select to
pass on.

● That on-line learning was more engaging. For that to happen there would probably need
to be rules for students to show up on camera and be ready to participate. Just like a
real classroom.

● More live lessons
● I can’t think of anything.
● Longer lab with instructor
● The assignments. I feel like social studies and science is too much for a 5 year old.

Maybe throw them in with English to learn science and letters together
● We need a much more robust social-emotional wellness program for our students. In the

online program, the children have no "recess" or free time to connect with peers. They
have no opportunity to build friendships outside of learning labs and this leaves their
needs unmet and takes away from their ability to show up for their academics to the best
of their ability. The current program is unbalanced in this way and is not healthy for
students who are joining the school and in need of community.

● Not a thing.
● I would like the learning labs to continue if a teacher is going to be out. This has

happened way to many times. The teacher may be at an event or out sick,what happens
is the class is completely canceled. I think there should be substitute teachers to cover
the learning lab. I think its unfair to the student to cancel the class

● More in person activities for the kids, that live near one another. At least monthly
gatherings. Outside classes where they can choose attend and get out of the house at
least once or twice a week.

● I have no observation.
● I would change the organization of the English classes.
● Nothing we love our routine
● The videos.
● Need Tudors and to hold parents accountable for students not turning in work and

participating


